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May not the fact that Hellenistic culture was static in philosophy 
and literature, whereas it was rich in creative mathematics 
(Archimedes, Apollonius, Ptolemy), be cited as a significant 
counter-example to this claim? 
The eighth and ninth laws center on the notion of "crisis" 
and suggest that crises will generate productive new results 
which in turn will generate new crises. I have suggested else- 
where [HM 2, 161-1661 that "crisis" may be an overused term in 
the history of mathematics, at least if crisis is viewed as a 
phenomenon in a mathematical culture, as opposed to an individual 
or small group. The reason for this is that "crisis" seems to 
be a cry arising from the few (the Pythagoreans, Bishop Berkeley, 
the intuitionists), but denied by the majority who have a rich 
treasury of resources from which to draw crisis-preventing or 
crisis-denying positions. To take a specific case, current 
intuitionists assert that mathematics is in a crisis. To this 
numerous replies are available, neglect perhaps being the most 
prominent. Professor Wilder, whose pragmatism makes him hostile 
to the idealism of intuitionists, disposes of them with the 
remark that their work may be viewed "as an attempt to stem the 
flow of mathematical evolution--a kind of cultural resistance" 
(p. 194). It is not clear to me that he may simultaneously 
maintain this position as well as holding that crises "stimulate 
accelerated evolution of new concepts." 
Readers of this review will seriously misunderstand its 
intent if they conclude from the above critique that its author 
believes that Professor Wilder's Evolution of Mathematical 
Concepts need not be taken seriously, for the reverse is the 
case, as the above comments, correctly construed, should show. 
For I believe his book is not only an excellent tool for the 
teacher of history of mathematics, but also a work which all 
creative historians of mathematics can profit from confronting. 
It may leave those who read it unconvinced, but it will not 
leave them unchallenged. 
GRECHESKAYA LOGISTIKA [Greek Logistic]. By A. M. Eganyan. 
Erevan (Aiastan). 1972. 
Reviewed by Jacob Klein 
St. Johns College, Annapolis, MD 21401 
Eganyan's books is--in many ways--a remarkable book. It 
lists an immense bibliography with many Armenian writings. It 
contains many Greek and German quotations. The works mostly 
used seem to be those of the Dutch writer B. L. van der Waerden, 
especially his Erwachende Wissenschaft. 
Eganyan's book consists of four chapters. The first is the 
Introduction. The second is entitled "Theoretical arithmetic"; 
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the third “Practical logistic”; the fourth “Theoretical logistic” 
The Introduction shows how numbers and fractions were written 
in ancient Greece, talks about the texts of Greek mathematics at 
our disposal, mainly Euclid, Apollonius, Archimedes, Diophantus, 
Heron, Pappus. The seventh, eighth and nineth books of Euclid’s 
Elements are in Eganyan’s view devoted to theoretical arithmetic. 
But before taking up this item, the author deals with the 
written signs the Greeks used in calculations and which are 
called Herodianic numerals. 
As far as “Theoretical arithmetic” (the second chapter) is 
concerned, the author’s contention that the Pythagoreans 
comprehended numbers as “abstract magnitudes” is difficult to 
understand. The Pythagoreans numbers, on the contrary, are the 
concrete foundations of everything that is, and not at all “ab- 
stract”. There is a thorough discussion by Eganyan of the 
peculiar role of the “one” which was not considered a number, 
the first number being “two”. The author turns to Book VII of 
Euclid’s Elements, to the theme of the greatest common divisor 
and to all the other theorems of that book. Two theorems of 
Book IX, the fourteenth and the twentieth, are dealt with 
extensively. And the author considers carefully the Babylonian 
and Egyptian sources of Greek mathematics. 
The third chapter, “Practical logistic”, deals with the 
different ways in which calculations were performed. There is, 
first of all, the abacus which enables men to calculate with 
their fingers. The author describes this way of calculating in 
detail. He then turns to calculations in writing, to summation, 
subtraction, multiplication and division. The role of the 
pythmenes (or bases) is taken up, and how to handle fractions, 
square roots and cube roots. 
In the fourth chapter, “Theoretical logistic”, Eganyan 
claims that theoretical logistic was the algebra of the ancient 
Greeks. He thinks that Archimedes’s “Cattle problem” and the 
Arithmetic of Diophantus support this claim. He refers again to 
Babylonian and Egyptian mathematics. In this whole chapter he 
uses modern algebraic writing, which was never used by the 
ancient Greeks. 
The author does not seem to realize that this way of writing 
and his general understanding of “algebra” presuppose a 
fundamental change in the character of concepts, which change 
has been accepted by us since the 16th century, since Vieta. 
This change can be properly described thus. “Number” (I$ I I3~16.s) 
meant originally a multitude either of visible things or of 
invisible, only thinkable pure units. But if we intend to 
understand this very understanding of “number”, the object 
becomes the object of a “second intention” (to use a scholastic 
designation), so that the concept now used intends another 
concept and not a being. This new concept can however become 
an object of a “first intention”, and this happens in the case 
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of an algebraic letter sign. That's the way algebra comes into 
being, which never happened in ancient Greece, not even in 
Diophantus's Arithmetic. 
Eganyan does not seem to understand this change at all. But 
that does not affect the high quality and notability of his 
book. 
VORLESUNGEN UEBER NEUERE GEOMETRIE. By M. Pasch, with an 
appendix by M. Dehn. Berlin (Grundlehren der math. 
Wissenschaften, Springer-Verlag). 1926. Reprint 1976 
(Springer-Verlag). viii + 275 pp. 
Reviewed by B. L. van der Waerden 
University ZUrich 
The appearance of the first edition of the "Vorlesungen" of 
Moritz Pasch [B. G. Teubner, Leipzig 18821 was a major event 
in the history of axiomatic geometry. Pasch was the first to 
present a complete set of axioms for elementary geometry in a 
convex region of space, valid for Euclidean or non-Euclidean 
geometry. He showed that this region can be extended to a 
complete projective space, in which homogeneous coordinates 
X1' X2' X3' x4 can be introduced. His set of axioms was the 
first set in which the relation "lies between" for three points 
on a line was introduced as an undefined notion. 
In the second edition [1926] a simpler deduction was given, 
based on the same axioms. To this first part (184 pp.) Max 
Dehn has added a very valuable appendix: "Die Grundlegung der 
Geometrie in historischer Entwicklung" (87 pp.): an exposition 
of the history of axiomatic geometry up to 1926. Both parts are 
now available in a reprint edition. This is a good opportunity 
for libraries in which this classic is missing. 
GALILEO, TWO NEW SCIENCES. By Stillman Drake. Including Centers 
of Gravity and Force of Percussion. A new translation with 
introduction and notes. Madison, Wisconsin (The University 
of Wisconsin Press). 1974. xxvii + 323 pp. 
Reviewed by D. Mangeron 
Iasi, Romania , 
Le sujet de ce livre, dont l'original a Bt6 traduit au tours 
des annCes en allemand, anglais, espagnol, francais, japonais, 
latin, roumain, russe et d'autres encore, tout in constituant 
la derniere et la plus importante contribution scientifique 
de Galileo, represente une excellente et compl&ement nouvelle 
traduction de la premibre edition des Discorsi e dimostrazioni 
